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   Cheshire, Cumbria, G Manchester, Lancashire, Liverpool CR

ERDF calls for the North West 16/12/17
Amongst the eighty five ERDF calls on 16th December, there were thirteen for the North West, 
totalling £72,655,217. Deadlines, or first deadlines are 17th February, although there are some later 
dates. ERDF projects are all direct bidding, so these will require match funding. This is a maximum 
of 50% from Europe in the More Developed areas (Cheshire, Manchester, Halton), and a maximum 
of 60% in the Transition areas (Cumbria, Lancashire, and Liverpool City Region other than Halton). 
Actual percentages from Europe may be less.

Capital projects are expected to reach a BREEAM rating of Excellent or Very Good. All projects 
have to demonstrate how Cross Cutting Themes have been addressed (equality and anti-
discrimination, and sustainability). Priority 1 projects (Innovation) are expected to demonstrate 
measures that promote greater participation of women.

Priority 3 calls (Enterprise) include an annex - ERDF Funding for Growth Hub activities. Linking 
to the local Growth Hub is important - to reduce duplication, and enhance partnership working.

Projects need to fit with the national ERDF Strategy (in the Operational Programme), the local 
strategies, and be in line with domestic strategic priorities - and provide value for money. They will 
typically last three years (must close by June 2023), and ERDF projects often have a minimum size 
(generally £500k from Europe - sometimes more).

Outline Applications are made by completing and submitting the relevant form and other necessary 
documents by the deadline (by emailing a word document, while we wait for the online E-CLAIMS 
to complete beta testing). This then is appraised by DCLG officials (and looked at for local strategic 
fit and value for money by the LEP level ESIF sub-committee). If successful, a letter is issued and 
the project proceeds to stage two (Full Application - a similar, but more detailed form, and further 
appraisal). If it successfully completes stage two, then an agreement will be signed. The project can 
claim for spend on eligible activities from the date of the letter confirming movement to stage 2, but 
this is at risk until there is a signed agreement.

Applicants should be aware that appraisals have been taking a long time - perhaps a year, although 
it would be expected that this will be shortened considerably.

There is considerable guidance on gov.uk, including copies of the various forms.
In particular, the call notification is here -
https://www.gov.uk/european-structural-investment-funds
This links to a description of each call, as well as the downloadable call specification (which then 
has links to the national and local strategies).

ERDF and ESF funding is part of a strategy, and is to deliver smart, sustainable and inclusive 
growth. Projects are expected to demonstrate partnership working, and show how they fit with other 
projects and activities in the area.

Outputs and results from projects are important. There is a (long) list of approved outputs and 
results, and applicants should state what they will be delivering, and why they consider them to be 
reasonable.

Fitting with the eleven Thematic Objectives of the European Regulations, the ERDF Operational 
Programme has nine Priorities, which also act as budget heads (P1 Innovation, P2 ICT, P3 support 
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for SMEs…). Projects will come under a specific Priority (although will often have an impact on, or 
linkage to other Priorities).

There have been other ERDF calls, before 31st July 2016. And there will be further calls after 16th 
December 2016. Taken together, these will be expected to cover the strategy as described in the 
Operational Programme.

Where there is a review point, if sufficient applications have been received, the call may then be 
closed before the final deadline.

Note - this is an introduction to the current ERDF calls. It is your responsibility to check with the 
original documents on the gov.uk website - where there is more detailed information and guidance.

Local support will be provided through Technical Assistance which funds the LEP/Local 
Authorities to support the programme (and also other sectors, including the Third Sector), and there 
may be workshops.

Some of the calls specifically refer to Social Enterprise and Community Business support, and 
support and advice for enterprise is often provided by Third Sector organisations (especially for 
those from disadvantaged communities),

Cheshire and Warrington two calls, totalling £12m
£4m P 1 Promoting Research and Innovation OC03R16P 0434

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £1m project).
Local need
Capital and revenue projects based in Cheshire and Warrington, which will aid C&W in developing 
technologies. There is a market gap in provision of the science assets base which is required to 
strengthen investment in the core specialisms that have been identified for this call for R&D support 
in

• bio-tech and medical/health technology, ICT and related advanced materials & processes.
• engineering industries (including automotive supply chains)
• chemicals, energy, and advanced engineering and waste
• agri-tech including research in the food and drink sector

Seven links, including the Growth Hub.
Two sub-priorities
P1a enhancing research & innovation infrastructure and capacities
Indicative Actions - specialist facilities, and access to them, develop and upgrade innovation space, 
shared use labs (target at 8 great), develop centres of excellence, upgrading test facilities.
Two outputs C25 and P2 (researchers, and buildings)
P1b promoting business investment in research & innovation
Two objectives. Indicative Actions - 16 topics, including R&D, partnerships and collaboration, 
vouchers, stimulate demand, innovative process support, startups and spin outs, demonstrator 
projects, knowledge transfer, innovative ecosystems, loans for prototypes and proof of concept, 
grants, loans and equity to promote social innovation.
Ten outputs (enterprises and buildings)

Cheshire and Warrington
£8m P 4 Shift to a Low Carbon Economy OC03R16P0435
First review point 17/2/17, then 30/4/17 and 30-31/7/17 Deadline 31/10/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £1m project).
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Local need
Five drivers, ten market failures.
Support businesses to explore and develop low carbon markets and technologies.
Support SMEs to improve their energy efficiency.
LCEGS sector well established here and performs strongly - this call is to accelerate progress. 
Capital for retrofitting will be under a separate ERDF loan fund (N P’hse Investment Fund)
Five sub-priorities
4a Promote production and distribution of renewable energy
Increase the number of small scale renewable energy schemes.
Projects will support micro-energy installations, off-grid energy production, renewable heat 
networks and ground and air heat source pumps.
Indicative actions -
Increased production of renewable fuels and energy, in particular wind, solar and bio-mass
Support to build capability and capacity for supply chains
Demonstration and deployment of technologies
Measures to support wider deployment of renewable heat
Anaerobic digestion plants and other bio-mass or landfill gas schemes
4b Promote energy efficiency and renewable energy use in enterprises
Companies often have no energy plans, are either unaware or lack knowledge- scope for advice and 
support.
Eight Indicative Actions - advice, support and action, green audits, investments, including in deep 
renovations, whole place processes, better access to contracts, develop innovation, retrofit 
buildings, whole building solutions, support next phase tech, and new construction techniques.
4c Support energy efficiency/renewable use in public buildings and housing sector.
Indicative Actions - advice and support, whole place innovation, retrofit, efficiency and smart 
systems. Large scale decarbonisation of housing stock - opportunities for construction firms, social 
enterprises and skills development, Possible deep geothermal district heating. Waste to energy.
4e Promote Low Carbon strategies, including sustainable multi-modal mobility
Complementary to 4a. Smart grid demonstration projects, sustainable action plans including public 
lighting, CHP, low carbon transport. Smart, whole place solutions.
4f Promote Research & Innovation in, and adoption of, low carbon technologies
Currently, there is limited innovation/product development beyond large companies.
 Ten Indicative Actions - R&D innovation and supply chain for low carbon, including wave and 
wind, smart grids, distributed generation, solar and photovoltaic, heat networks and pumps, research 
on carbon capture and storage where acceptable, centres of excellence and test facilities, low energy 
transport, HE-FE, develop financing methods, small scale pilots.
Outputs (enterprises, reduced energy consumption, reduction in GHG etc).

Cumbria three calls, totalling £6.832m
£750,000 P 3 SME support OC07R16P0440

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £835k project).
Local need
Tackle low awareness of sources of funding.
Expect Memorandum of Understanding with Growth Hub. Explain how will work with Northern 
Powerhouse Investment Fund (supporting enterprises to become investment ready before they apply 
to NPIF).
Two sub-priorities
3c Support the creation & extension of advanced capacities - product, service, development.
This would increase independent access to finance advice.
3d Support the capacity of SMEs to grow, and engage in innovation.



Advice and support for business to become investment ready, provision of advice on access to 
finance to SMEs including Social Enterprises.
Outputs - various headings - enterprises, employment increase.

Cumbria 
£2m P 3 SME support OC07R16P0441

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £835k project).
Capital projects, may have some connected revenue costs. Must align to Growth Hub.
Local need
Development of high quality, appropriate and conveniently located employment sites.
New (or refurbishment of existing) incubation, managed workspace and/or grow-on space.
Drop in zones for micro-businesses and SMEs (short time access to space/facilities).
Specialist business support tailored to incubator space.
Space for Social Enterprise or Community Business start-up or growth.
Two sub-priorities
3a Promoting entrepreneurship - exploitation of new ideas, creation of new firms, including 
through business incubators. In particular, increase entrepreneurship in areas with low levels of 
enterprise activity, and among under-represented groups.
3c Supporting creation and extension of advanced capacities.
Plus lists of indicative actions.
Outputs - a variety, covering enterprises, employment, products, buildings and finance.

Cumbria
£4,082,000 P5 Promote climate change adaptation OC07R16P 0436

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £835k project).
Local need
Protect local residents, businesses and the economy from disastrous effects of flooding. Develop 
resilience. Manage water catchment areas.
One sub-priority
5b Promoting investment addressing specific risks, ensure disaster resilience, develop disaster 
management systems.
Diversion channels, raising/strengthening walls and frontages, fixed and temporary barriers, 
embankments, business resilience.
Outputs - reduced flood risk, better conservation of habitats.

Greater Manchester two calls, totalling £11.5m
£10m P 1 Research and Innovation OC15R16P 0437
First review point 17/2/17, then 30/4/17 Deadline 30/4/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £1m project).
Primarily revenue projects, some small scale capital is possible if integral. Separate projects, or a 
consortium approach (larger value proposals) are both possible.
Local need
Bridging the gap between knowledge and science commercialisation. Recent science and 
innovation audit. Health Innovation, and Advanced Materials.  Also Energy, Advanced Biotech, and 
Digital.
Demonstrate links with GM-ESIF Plan, reinforce interconnectedness, enhance collaboration, 
nurture talent, diverse workforce to drive innovation, support leadership and management, 
complement other initiatives, link to growth hub.
14 indicative actions.



One sub-priority
P1b promoting business investment in research & innovation
Links and synergies enterprises - R&D centres, Universities. Product/Service development, tech 
transfer, social innovation, eco-innovation, public service applications, demand stimulation, 
networking, clusters and open innovation. Tech and applied research.
Seven outputs (enterprises, employment).

Greater Manchester
£1.5m P 3 SME Support OC15R16P0438

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £1m project).
Completion of project activity by end December 2018.
Priority to projects delivering outputs C5 (new enterprises) and P11 (entrepreneurs to be enterprise 
ready).
Preference for a single project, covering all - consortia applications encouraged. (synergies across 
NW could be exploited).
There should also be a focus on social enterprise startups.
Local need
GM has explicit strategy - to encourage business startups with growth potential and social 
enterprise startups in deprived communities.
Ability of social enterprises to deliver social outcomes while operating as businesses and 
contributing to the economy. New public procurement directives, support for the social investment 
market.
Rationale for encouraging new enterprises, with particular emphasis on targeting disadvantaged 
wards and groups that might include women, BME communities, people with disabilities, older 
workers, lone parents and ex-offenders.
Various stages of startup support.   Link to Business Hub.
GM wants to develop a fully integrated business support service. Linking different projects and 
actions.
One sub-priority
3a Promoting entrepreneurship, in particular by facilitating the economic exploitation of new 
ideas and fostering the creation of new firms, including through business incubators.
Increase entrepreneurship, particularly in areas with low levels of enterprise activity and amongst 
under-represented groups.
Four indicative actions.
Six outputs (enterprises and entrepreneurs).

Lancashire five calls, totalling £30.323m
£12.5m P 1 Research and Innovation OC19R16P 0439

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £834k project).
Capital and revenue projects.
Local need
Support high value and knowledge based growth. Support for HEIs
Build on advantages of Health Sector (including digital and tele-health).
Link to growth hub (Boost).
Examples - capital developments to enhance research & innovation. Activities to increase R&I 
investment by SMEs. Increase numbers of SMEs engaged in knowledge exchange, innovation.
Two sub-priorities
P1a enhance research & innovation infrastructure



Indicative Actions - specialist facilities, and access to them, develop and upgrade innovation space, 
improved incubation space, shared use labs (target at 8 great), Development of centres of 
excellence, upgrading test facilities.
P1b promote business investment in research & innovation.
Links and synergies with HE.
Support research to first production.
Indicative Actions - 14 topics, including R&D, vouchers, stimulating demand, innovative process 
support, demonstrator projects, knowledge transfer innovative ecosystems.
P1 and 2 - value of required outputs stated.

Lancashire
£5,940,000 P 2 Enhance Access, Use & Quality of ICT OC19R16P0442

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £834k project).
Local need
Superfast Broadband (supported in last Programme) now reaches 96% premises - aiming for 99% 
by end 2018. Sound base for further developments.
Priority to projects with a lower intervention rate (below 60%) and that deliver Lancashire-wide 
activity.
Focus on seven key areas (aerospace to food and drink).
Two sub-priorities
P2a Extend broadband deployment and adoption of emerging technologies.
Increase the coverage of superfast and ultrafast in areas where the market is failing.
P2b Develop ICT products and services, e-commerce, and enhance demand.
Increase numbers of SMEs using digital technology.
8 Indicative Actions, including advice, coaching, vouchers, demonstration projects, diffusion of 
results, supply chains.
Activities will target SMEs including Social Enterprises.
Outputs (enterprises).

Lancashire
£7m P 4 Support shift to Low Carbon Economy OC19R16P0443
First review point 17/2/17, then 30/4/17 and 30/7/17 Deadline 31/10/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £834k project).
Local need
Build on local key strengths. Opportunity for Lancashire is to ensure the right interventions are in 
place to support expansion of the low carbon sector and exploit associated supply chain.
Specific support in six areas (innovations, research and development, diversification, grow sector, 
tailored support, develop assets).
Outputs measured (enterprises, capacity, GHG decrease.
Three sub-priorities
4a Promote production and distribution of renewable energy.
Increase the number of small scale renewable energy schemes.
Projects will support micro-energy installations, off-grid energy productions, renewable heat 
networks and ground and air heat source pumps.
Indicative actions -
Increased production of renewable fuels and energy (in particular wind, solar and bio-mass)
Support to build capability and capacity for supply chains
Demonstration and deployment of technologies
Measures to support wider deployment of renewable heat
Anaerobic digestion plants and other bio-mass or landfill gas schemes
4b Promote energy efficiency and renewable energy use in enterprises.



Eight Indicative Actions - advice, support and action, green audits, investments, including in deep 
renovations, whole place processes, better access to contracts, develop innovation, building retrofit, 
whole building solutions, support next phase tech, and new construction techniques.
4f Promote Research & Innovation in, and adoption of, low carbon technologies
Ten Indicative Actions (R&D innovation and supply chain for low carbon, including wave and 
wind, smart grids, distributed generation, solar and photovoltaic, heat networks and pumps, 
Research on carbon capture and storage where acceptable, centres of excellence and test, low 
energy transport, HE-FE, develop financing methods, small scale pilots.

Lancashire
£3,095,217 P 5 Promote climate change adaptation OC19R16P 0444

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £834k project).
Local need
Devastating effects of 2015 and 2016 flooding on social and economic fabric. Critical that future 
resilience is maintained and enhanced to create stability in business, unlock business opportunities 
and protect at risk communities. Focus on sections of coasts and rivers most susceptible to flood. 
Match coastal and fluvial constraints to areas with growth opportunities.
Focus on - Coastal resilience, fluvial risk management, surface water run-off/drainage.
Outputs - Reduced flood risk, better conservation of habitats.
One sub-priority
5b Promoting investment addressing specific risks, ensure disaster resilience, develop disaster 
management systems.
Enabling and protecting economic development potential through investment in flood and coastal 
flooding management where there is demonstrable market failure.
The call is seeking proposals for the delivery of flood mitigation activity.

Lancashire
£1,788,000 P 6 Environmental Resource Efficiency OC19R16P 0445

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (ie min £834k project).
Preserving and protecting the environment and promoting resource efficiency.
ERDF cannot fund activities in locations eligible for the Country Stewardship Fund.
Local need
Particular priority to locations in Lancashire which incorporate disadvantaged communities and/or 
formerly industrialised areas in need of investment. Preserve and protect the environment and 
promote biodiversity, enhancing Lancashire’s natural capital. Additionally, projects should also 
support economic priorities and where possible bring wider social benefits (health and well being). 
Generate both environmental and business benefits.
Main barriers to businesses taking action are behavioural, financial and a lack of information. Help 
unlock economic growth.
Priority sectors.
Outputs (rehabilitated land, habitats, enterprises).
Two sub-priorities
6d Protect and restore biodiversity and soil and promote ecosystem services
6f Promote innovative tech to improve environmental protection and resource efficiency in the 
waste sector, water sector, and with regard to soil, or reduce air pollution.

Lancashire bid development workshops - check LEP website.   http://www.lancashirelep.co.uk/the-
lancashire-offer/funding-and-business-support/european-structural-and-investment-funds.aspx
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Liverpool CR one call
£12m P 3 SME Support OC22R16P0363

Deadline 17/2/17
Minimum £500k from ERDF (states min £1m project - 50% rate).
Expect 2 to 4 projects will be funded.
Contact LEP before bidding.
Capital projects - if includes revenue must justify.
Local need
Need for modern economic infrastructure to support next generation of businesses, delivery of high 
quality floorspace, business expansion in key locations.
Want development proposals that lead to the construction of new commercial facilities.
Show alignment to six key growth sectors.
Priority if able to demonstrate  - 11 categories, (3 of them rank higher).
Range of outputs (enterprises, buildings, entrepreneurs).
Three sub-priorities
All three are for land & premises for employment sites (including incubator space, managed 
workspace or grow-on space). Directly linked to this can be revenue business support (including to 
Social Enterprises). Work with local growth hub.
3a Promoting entrepreneurship - exploitation of new ideas, creation of new firms, including 
through business incubators.
Increase entrepreneurship, particularly in areas with low levels of enterprise activity and amongst 
under-represented groups.
3c Supporting creation and extension of advanced capacities - products, services, development.
3d Support capacity for SMEs to grow, and to engage in innovation processes.

Liverpool CR LEP is holding a workshop on 12th January at Merseytravel. To book, email 
euevent@liverpoollep.org

Network for Europe
info@networkforeurope.eu
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